REST
RESOURCE

INTRODUCTION
WELCOME
At the start of the new year, we’re encouraging all communities to take some time to focus on our
theme of Rest, led by this resource from Central Creative. It gives us a moment to stop, reflect,
and rest in God. As we do, let’s listen to what he’s saying about the year gone and the year ahead.

/
We encourage you to use this resource in the best way for your community. It might be used for
one dedicated session or as short thoughts for multiple sessions, and is designed to be tailored
for each community’s style and approach. Be flexible, be inspired, and listen to how God is guiding
you to use it.

/
Sometimes background music can be helpful, so we’ve created a ‘rest playlist’ that you can access
here: centralcreative.org.uk/resource

SELAH
To pause, to weigh, to reflect
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TAKE A MOMENT

Start your session with this reflective piece called Burden. Take time to read and reflect on the Bible
verse and thought, and then listen to the music.
BURDEN Zak Robb
“Come to me, all you who are weary and burdened, and I will give you rest. Take my yoke upon you
and learn from me, for I am gentle and humble in heart, and you will find rest for your souls. For my
yoke is easy and my burden is light.” Matthew 11:28-30
I have been reflecting on this verse for a while, thinking about what it means for Jesus to invite us to
take on his yoke. I’m not very good at balancing responsibilities if I’m honest, I fluctuate between
carrying too much and then desiring to carry nothing, but neither of these two extremes really bring
fulfilment. We are yoke bearers, even in the book of Genesis Adam and Eve were given work to do,
a yoke to carry. The really life-giving thing about this passage in Matthew is that a yoke doesn’t
need to be a restraint or an unmanageable weight, but is something which can bring rest, relief
from weariness. Jesus’ yoke is gentle, not burdensome. I hope that you might hear some of this
movement of work and rest as you listen to this piece.
Head to centralcreative.org.uk/resource to hear the full piece.

BREATHING PRAYER

We’re now going to explore a ‘breathing prayer’ exercise. Start by reading through Healey’s piece
and reflect on the artwork before moving into the activity.
BREATH Healey Roseweir
“I love the idea that God is closer than our own breath, and that we have access to his peace and
rest wherever we are. Rest for me means taking time to stop, breath, and learn to be aware of God’s
presence all around us. ‘Breath’ is a series of daily drawings completed over 3 months, each drawing
an attempt to capture the shape of a single breath as it hits a window pane. This piece is about
trying to slow down, through a contemplative, slower process of drawing. I read once that the name
of God - Yahweh - reflects the sound of our breathing. The in (yah), and the out (weh). Our breathing
can become a prayer, a reminder to us that God is with us always, that he has put his breath of life
in us.”
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BREATHING PRAYER
MEDITATION Kelsey Johnston
How do we practice rest in prayer?
Sometimes it can be helpful to combine a physical and spiritual response when we pray. ‘Breathing
Prayers’ have been part of the Christian tradition for hundreds of years and are rooted in the
knowledge that God gave us his breath of life in the beginning.
The physical act of measuring our breath reminds us of how deeply connected we are to our creator
as well as slowing us down and helping us rest.
We would encourage you to try this as a group as well as encouraging people to take this practice
away and explore using it in their everyday.

Leader:
Breathe in / Breathe out
Feel the steadiness of the ground beneath
your feet
Breathe in / Breathe out.
Scan your body, noticing any aches and pains.
The anxiety that makes your shoulders tense,
the responsibilities that make your back
weary. Perhaps there is strain from the things
you haven’t done, or pain from expectations
that haven’t been met. Perhaps your feet are
just tired and sore from persevering.
Recognise all these things, feel the weight of
them, and invite the Holy Spirit to wash over
you.
From the top of your head to the tips of your
toes
Let it all fall away
Let it all fall away.
Breathe in / Breathe out
Let the ebb and flow of your breath push away
any thoughts that try to steal your attention
Breathe in / Breathe out
Inhale ‘my soul finds rest’
Exhale ‘in Christ alone’
Inhale ‘my soul finds rest’
Exhale ‘in Christ alone’
With these next breaths try breathing in and
out with these words, or use your own simple
prayer or line of scripture.

Breathe in / Breathe out
Be still and know that I am God
Be still and know that I am
Be still and know
Be still
Be
Breathe in / Breathe out
Together we praise you,
Our Lord, the giver of life
Closer to us than our very breath.
We give you the fullness of our lives
All that we do
All that we are
Belongs to you
You alone are worthy of our praise.
Give us ears to hear and eyes to see
The beauty of you
At work in our lives and in this world
Amen.
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SABBATH THOUGHT

Now take a moment to take in this thought, based on Naomi’s sermon around the Sabbath in our
Summer Teaching Series. Start thinking about how to take this restful attitude into the next year.
How do you rest? When do you rest?
To extend this session you could listen to Naomi’s sermon at: centralcreative.org.uk/resource
SABBATH Naomi Black
Read Genesis 2:2-4
Heaven and Earth were finished,
down to the last detail.
By the seventh day
God had finished his work.
On the seventh day
he rested from all his work.
God blessed the seventh day.
He made it a Holy Day
Because on that day he rested from his work,
all the creating God had done.
Discuss together:
How is God’s command and gift of the Sabbath perceived in our culture?
What do you think about the statement; “when we do not rest we are living incomplete lives”.
Eugene Peterson said “the Sabbath is not about us and how it benefits us, it is about God and how
he forms us.” Does this shift how you think of your time of rest and worship?
How do you think we can honour the holiness of the Sabbath without losing the freedom that it
offers us?
Remembering to start with where you are, instead of where you are not, what might the Sabbath
look like for you in 2020?
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REFLECTION
PLAY AS REST Kirsty Dean
Perhaps, stillness is one way to rest. Perhaps, play is another.
As a children’s therapist, I know the importance of play. And I know how often play is forgotten in
an adult life. Play is the child’s way of making sense of their world. Like the adult with journal in hand
who sits in a quiet café; is the child who hunches over the doll’s house, chattering loudly to tiny
figures.
Just as when I was a child, I play best when no one is watching. In a secret place, I take a deep breath
and set my spirit free; relinquishing my grasp on reality; entering into creativity. As with rest, it is
not about result. No gold stars, no pay cheques, no rankings.
Here are the workings of my play. The processes remain magical, the photograph reveals the
outcome. Amidst a peaceful walk with my sleeping baby, I ducked under trees and gathered. A
week later, I found remnants in my pocket and the blackberries had shrunk dry. Maybe I could print
a pretty picture? I opened my paints and played with creation; adding pigment, printing, arranging.
And I saw a face, smiling at me.
I like to think that on the seventh day when God
rested, he also played; with the creatures and
plants and landscape he had created. I like to
think he had fun, made nonsense and played.
“Play keeps us vital and alive. It gives us an
enthusiasm for life that is irreplaceable.
Without it, life just doesn’t taste good.” - Lucia
Capocchione
Questions:

What activities do you find restful?
How do you ensure these remain restful, and
don’t become about achievement or result?
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RESPONSE

Now let’s respond to what we’ve just heard/discussed. To give you some freedom in this, we’ve
included two approaches - one active, and one meditative. Choose one, or choose both, and take
time to reflect and start considering how rest can be a foundational rhythm in your life this year.
What is God saying to you?

ACTIVE RESPONSE
For this activity, all you’ll need is some paper and painting/drawing implements (preferably in a variety of colours).
MARK MAKING Ella Ashworth
Mark making is a simple creative practice. Although it involves ‘painting’ or ‘drawing’, it shouldn’t be
lifelike, doesn’t need to conform to any style, or ‘mean’ anything. It should be freeing and restful giving your mind a singular focus, and a space to explore your thoughts.
STEP 1
In your group, give a piece of paper to everyone. We’re going to take emotions/feelings, and make
marks on the paper using paint, pencils, pastels (whatever you have) to represent them. You don’t
need to produce a picture, or something recognisable, it is very much free to interpretation. For
example the emotion ‘sadness’ could be represented by a smudge of black ink, or maybe a singular
line that falls off the page. If people are finding it difficult, use some prompts like:

Which colour represents how you feel about the emotion?
Is it neat or messy?
Does it feel like the emotion has smooth edges, or harsh ones?
STEP 2
Start by asking people to mark how they are currently feeling. After this move onto some other
specific emotions and feelings:

- What does tired look like?
- What does rested look like?
- What does peace look like?
STEP 3
Finally, we recommend sharing your pieces with the group. It is often very freeing and interesting
to see the differences across the group - the variety of colours, shapes, styles. See how everyone
experiences and interprets these emotions in different ways. There is no right way to experience
these things. They are unique and personal.
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RESPONSE

MEDI TATIVE RESPONSE
Take a moment to read this poem, inspired by 1 Kings 19. We encourage someone to read it aloud,
slowly, at least twice. Use it as a way to open the door to rest and let Yahweh catch up with you…
Then spend some time in quiet reflection.

CAVE
Hannah Montgomery

When rest is forced by your fear
and you’re just a man
in a cave
wanting to die
What then?
When fear has painted your lips
scarlet
with exaggeration and denial
Exhaustion
a mockery of
your very bones
What then?
When you’ve done the right thing
But all the wrong things happened
Glory.
You are ready to be
present with The Presence
and to let
Yahweh
catch up with you.
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NOTES
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We’re a collective of artists & designers &
musicians who believe creativity is a reflection
of God’s heart for us & for this city.
INSPIRED BY THE PROPHETIC
CREATED IN COMMUNI T Y
RELEASED FOR OUR CI T Y
/
We are part of a church in the
centre of Edinburgh.
Find out more at centralchurch.co.uk
/
This is a resource we’ve created from our rest
project. We hope that it helps you engage
with rest in a new way.

Give us a follow
@centralcreativeuk
@centralchurched

